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development of fiction to the influence of the Italian story-tellers,
who supplied the Elizabethan translator with the hulk of Immaterial.
Such a course of apprenticeship should have been most wholesome
for the artificeis of the coining novel. The lemons in artistic method
ought to have been invaluable. But the lessons seem to have been
received at the wiong time, and what the Elizabethans learned was
forgotten by the next two or thice generations. Those lessons
were not being conned at the date, consideiably later, when English
writers of fiction began to make real progress. Greene and some
others tried their hand at novelle, with indifferent success ; but with
them the genre ceases, except for a few examples in the shape of
inset stories. Perhaps the most useful service perfoimed by this
group of tianslators was to have helped on the evolution of a suit-
able piose. Those, such as Painter, who stuck to their business, and
eschewed inordinate disquisition and decorative woid-play, did more
than they usually get credit for to provide fiction with a plain and
workmanlike style. But this was an incidental benefit aside from the
question at issue.
That question is not difficult to answer in regard to the importa-
tions from Spain. Both picaresque fiction and the mature art and
exquisite humour of Cervantes made a lasting impression on the
English novel ; but this did not come to pass for a long while yet.
There is very little evidence that any English writer set himself
to imitate the Spanish picaresque stories before the middle of the
seventeenth century, and it was on Fielding and his successors that
the mantle of Cervantes descended. They coupled his name, as often
as not, with that of Le Sage, through whom rather than directly
from the Spanish originals the picaresque tradition made its way
into our literature.
Influence      A more drastic influence is assignable to the translation and study
of Greek   of the ancient Greek romances. Sidney and Greene are the writers
romance    principally concerned at the time, but the influence was far from
ending with the avowed imitators of the ancients.   Sidney was an
admiring student of Heliodorus, and knew his Achilles Tatius at
first-hand j and he not only borrowed whenever he wished, he
also fashioned his art on these models. Greene, too, borrowed from
these writers and from Longus ; but he did not take the pains
required to make himself a romancer capable of originating similar

